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“We train our mobility-assist dogs to do really anything under the sun. 

We train them to meet the needs of the client,” explains Paul Schwarzkopf, 

communications manager at Can Do Canines.

In addition to the hearing assist and mobility assist dogs, the organization 

also trains animals for other needs. Diabetes assist dogs can sense low blood 

sugar via smell and alert their owners to test. Seizure assist dogs helps bring 

their owners out of an episode. Autism assist dogs are in high demand.

All recipients of autism assist dogs are children, Schwarzkopf notes. 

These dogs provide both safety and security for kids who have difficulties 

in social settings. The well-publicized increase of autism diagnosis has 

resulted in many requests for autism assist dogs. It is not unusual to 

experience a three-year wait.

 Puppy Path to Service

At the Can Do Canines facility in New Hope, MN, dogs are trained in real-

life scenarios in life-like apartments and buildings, all of which are small-

scale versions of what the dogs will actually see when they are certified. 

The pups use ropes to open refrigerator doors and walk up prop stairs to 

gain dexterity. Before the animals arrive, the puppies have been raised from 

infancy by either a volunteer trainer or a trainer in one of the organization’s 

partner prison programs. Most dogs are not ready to complete their training 

until about 18 months of age.

“We have five different (prison) programs, four in Minnesota and one in 

Wisconsin,” says Schwarzkopf. “During this time, the dogs are growing up 

and learning obedience. The prisoners are screened thoroughly before they 

are allowed to participate in the program."

Schwarzkopf has heard from many inmate trainers that the prison puppy 

programs helps them learn responsibility and gain self-confidence by honing 

a skill. They experience increased self-respect by doing something good for 

the community.

Finnegan, Clay Ahrens’ mobility assist dog, was raised by two inmates at 

Waseca Prison, a low-security prison for females. He has a journal that the 

trainers kept, filled with notes, drawings and photos of the two years that 

Finnegan’s was with them.

“We will never get to meet the people who raised Finnegan, but we are 

forever in their debt,” Ahrens says, looking fondly at the notebook.

 Dog Lovers Lead the Pack

Can Do Canines usually have about 100 dogs in their 

training program at any given 

time. Due to the constant 

need for service animals, 

the organization relies on 

programs like the one at 

Waseca prison and on its group 

of volunteer puppy trainers.

Schwarzkopf emphasized the importance of his volunteers. “Whether they 

foster for a month or spend 18 months raising the dog, their contribution is 

invaluable,” he said. 

Due to the enthusiasm of volunteers and donors, Can Do Canines is able to 

give their dogs to their clients free of charge – unlike many other service 

animal organizations. This year, Can Do Canines will match 51 people with 

service animals, a 10% increase over last year.

For clients like Clay Ahrens, a companion like Finnegan not only fulfills a 

service role, but also provides social/emotional support. That’s because 

service dogs help disabled people who strive to maintain their old 

relationships and activities.

“Not only does Finnegan help with support tasks, but even more importantly 

he keeps me active” said Ahrens. “We go together to meet friends for breakfast 

or lunch. I take him to the dog park and play catch. Our time together is great 

for both me and for him. Finnegan 

has truly become an important 

part of my life and my family.”
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THE PARK APARTMENTS 

Features and Amenities: Controlled Entry. 
Appliances Furnished. Wall-to-Wall Carpeting. A/C. 
Lighted Ceiling Fans. 
Hot Water Heat. Laundry Facilities. 
Exercise Room with Soda Machine. Sauna.

Studios to 3 bedrooms 
$639-$1229

Welcome to 

651-738-2441 | 215 McKnight Rd. | St. Paul

Dogs Trained to Serve 
Client’s Unique Needs
by Rachelle Gordon

“He has brought us such joy and happiness,” 

Clay Ahrens says, smiling at his dog Finnegan. Ahrens, a former Allina Health executive, was 

diagnosed nearly two years ago with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) also known as Lou Gehrig’s 

disease. The condition affects the nervous system and over time, reduces muscle function. Ahrens 

currently uses a walker but realizes that the illness will get worse with time.

“If I’m in a power chair, he (Finnegan) really will be an extension of my ability to interact with the 

outside world,” explained Ahrens.

The type of ALS that Ahrens has is one of slow progression. He had never considered getting a service 

animal until his barber suggested it.

“After thinking about it, even though my need isn’t that great today, getting a service dog now would let 

us bond and then as I lose function, the dog would be better able to anticipate my needs.”

Ahrens’ hair stylist suggested looking into Can Do Canines, a local non-profit that provides service 

dogs to those in need, free of charge. After a thorough application process and a somewhat short four 

month wait (typical wait times can be one to two years), Clay, his wife, and their two children were 

introduced to Finnegan.

“The minute I saw Finnegan I knew he was going to the fifth member of our family.”

Finnegan is trained as a mobility-assist dog, meaning he has been taught to open doors, turn on and 

off lights, pick things up, act as a steady lead, and even assist with laundry.

“My teenagers don’t even do that!” Ahrens laughs.

 Can Do Canines 
Can Do Canines, founded in 1989, is dedicated to enhancing the quality of life for people with disabilities 

by creating mutually beneficial partnerships with specially trained dogs. They started by providing 

hearing assist dogs for people with hearing loss. Since then, they have become a resource for people 

with disabilities of all kinds, matching their needs with an appropriate service dog. In 27 years, they 

have trained over 500 animals.

“He has brought us such joy and happiness” 
Clay Ahrens

“The minute I saw Finnegan, I knew he was  
going to be the fifth member of our family.”
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